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Comparative Review 

Our comparative analysis of the country by country position suggests that the term ‘job brokering’ is 

understood as an umbrella term for services/activities that aim at meeting labour market demand and 

supply by matching job seekers to employers who seek new staff exists in all participating countries. 

Therefore a broad range of activities was identified as part of the job broker profile e.g. vocational 

guidance/orientation, training, matching, recruitment of employers with vacancies etc.. All these 

activities do exist is almost all countries but are provided by a rather fragmented institutional 

landscape: 

 In all countries there are public employment services which, beyond other activities, are 

mainly responsible for registration of job seekers and the administration of unemployment 

benefits.  

 There are career counsellors/advisors which help job seekers (especially those who don’t have 

vocational qualification) to identify suitable jobs, help to write CV’s, train job interviews etc.. 

 Training institutions or VET-schemes which offer training to job seekers in order to impart 

necessary qualifications to find a job. 

 Employment agencies who recruit employers who search for staff and find fitting personnel 

for vacancies.  

The main implication of the comparative analysis is (when comparing UK, where the role of the job 

broker has evolved in recent years) that it is not so much the kind of activities performed by job 

brokers that are unique to the UK but the fact that these activities/services are provided by one 

“job broker” (a person or an institution) as a kind of intermediary agent who stands between job 

seekers and employers and who works in the interest of both parties. The figure below shows where 

the role of the job broker is situated in the institutional framework of labour markets: 
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Therefore the UK can be regarded as the ‘founding’ model since it appears to be the only country on 

the basis of our research where job brokering and related activities as well as necessary skills are 

concentrated in one occupational profile.  

 

To clarify the profile of a job broker differences to other actors in the labour market could be 

identified:  

Compared to employment agencies the difference is that job brokers in the UK not only work in the 

interest of employers to fill open vacancies but also in the interest of job-seekers and therefore give 

the same attention to employer needs and the needs of job-seekers. Also job brokers usually work in 

the framework of publicly-funded schemes which benefit disadvantaged groups in the labour market 

whereas employment agencies usually work in the private market with a purely commercial 

perspective and no focus on disadvantaged groups.  

Compared to career counsellors/advisors, job brokers not only work in the interest of job seekers but 

also in the interest of employers. Therefore to be effective, they need extensive knowledge about 

employer needs which are often sector-specific.  

In the context of vocational training institutions, job brokers work with clients who are close to 

entering the labour market while training providers typically focus more long term on job seekers 

further from the labour market.  

Compared to public employment services (PES), job brokers are not responsible for the administration 

of unemployment benefits. Also placement activities conducted by PES are often reduced to simply 

matching registered job seekers to registered vacancies, whereas placement activities of job brokers 

are usually far more comprehensive and include e.g. extensive profiling (on both sides – the job seeker 

as well as the employer and it’s concrete personnel demand), post placement support.  

An important factor why the occupational profile of a Job broker has evolved more significantly in the 

UK then in other partner countries could be found in the basic funding structure of public programmes 

in this area. Whilst the importance of performance measures in the area of active labour market policy 

has grown in almost all partner countries in the recent years, the UK seems to be the only country 

where the principle of ‘payment by result’s has been put in place on a large scale. That means that 

service providers in the area of active labour market policy are not paid on the basis of services they 

provide, but rather on the actual outcome in terms of sustainable employment. Therefore the 

evolvement of the job broker function is not so much a UK invention but can be regarded as a necessity 

in reaction to a change in public funding schemes. It is not enough to provide a good counselling or to 

bring job seekers to a successful completion of a training course. The only indicator that counts (and 

is paid for) is a sustainable job placement.  

Besides the fact that the specific occupational profile of the Job Broker only exists in the UK, job 

brokering as an umbrella term for all related activities that aim at bringing job seekers in back to work 

also exist in other partner countries. Here the comparative analysis focused on related activities of job 

brokering, the institutional framework where job brokering takes place, necessary qualifications & 

skills as well as success criteria that are put in place.  
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Activities of a job broker 

There are a range of activities job brokers ideally perform in the triangle between job brokers, job 

seekers and employers: 

 Job seekers - Profiling, interview training, writing CV etc., counselling, planning of VET 

activities, post placement support 

 Employers  - acquisition of employers as well as fitting job seekers, management of long term 

relationships to employers, extensive profiling of employer needs, matching and pre-selection 

of candidates, post placement support  

 

Institutional framework 

In the UK job brokering is mainly provided by private companies (For profit & non-profit) who provide 

services against a commissioned or funded specification from the public sector. But also in other 

countries there is a growing importance of private service providers (e.g. counselling services, training 

etc.) which are subcontracted by public institutions for instance the PES. Employment agencies 

operate in all countries in the private sector. Specific cases are represented by Austria and Italy, where 

job brokers (understood in a broad sense) working in PES are not only responsible to match job seekers 

to open vacancies but also for the administration of unemployment benefits. 

 

Qualifications & skills 

Results show that in no country is there any VET provision which is 100% aimed at the work of job 

brokers as a unique occupational profile. What can be found are training programmes for specific 

support activities (or a range of related activities like counselling, placement etc.). Examples are the 

training programmes AIG & REC in the UK. Specific cases of initial trainings exist in Cyprus and Austria. 

Here initial training for job brokers working in PES exists. This  training is aimed at those working in 

these concrete organisations and is designed for PES-unique work processes (e.g. in Austria service for 

job seekers and service for enterprises are separated, and so is a big part of the training). 

Concerning the skills necessary for successful job brokering, there are clear similarities between the 

countries. Examples of the skills that were specified include: Negotiation, communication, social skills, 

sales & marketing, recruitment techniques, ICT-skills, knowledge about labour market and related 

legislation, empathy. 

 

Success criteria 

The Placement rate is the most important success criteria in almost all investigated countries. The UK 

is definitely the country with the strongest output-orientation because service providers are (to a large 

extent) only paid if the goal of sustainable employment is met. This contributes job brokering services 

that concentrate on this specific outcome but there is some evidence that the financial and 

performance pressure to get the person being supported into a job, there is a possible danger of a 

"creaming and parking effect" (where only the most able candidates are ‘creamed off’ for attention, 

and those with that are the furthest away from the labour market, and therefore more difficult to 

place, are ‘parked’ while others are helped). Other success criteria named are:  

• client satisfaction 
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• number of clients served per day 

• vacancy acquisition 

• length of processing applications 

 

To sum it up job brokering could be understood as an umbrella term for a broad range of activities 

that aim at matching job seekers to employers who seek new staff (e.g. profiling, interview training, 

acquisition of employers, matching etc.). What makes the job brokering in UK unique compared to 

other partner countries is the fact that these activities are provided by one “job broker” (a person or 

an institution). Usually job brokers work within publicly funded schemes which aim at job seekers who 

belong to disadvantaged groups on the labour market and who are not 100% job ready. Although in 

almost all countries a stronger output orientation can be observed UK seems to be the only country 

where the principle of “payment by results” in terms of placing job seekers into sustainable 

employment is applied on a large scale. Other relevant success criteria applied in partner countries 

are for instance client satisfaction or number of clients served by day. Necessary skills for job brokers 

named in almost all countries are mainly social skills, marketing & sales skills as well as knowledge of 

labour markets and related legislation. Concerning qualifications in no country exists a specific training 

programme for job broker but trainings for specific support activities do exist.  
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The ‘JOB BROKER’ is a Leonardo Partnerships 

funded project led by the UK with partners in, 

Cyprus, Spain, Italy, Iceland and Austria. 

 

It consists of a programme of study (mobility) 

visits and initial development work over two 

years to explore the Vocational Education and 

Training (VET) dimension of the occupational 

figure of the 'JOB BROKER'. This relates to VET 

and employability professionals who have an 

occupational role concerned with supporting 

unemployed young people and job-seekers with 

multiple disadvantages to find employment. 
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DOCUMENTA, Instituto Europeo de Estudios para la 
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www.documenta.es 

 
--- 

 
ENFAP - Ente Nazionale Formazione e Aggiornamento 

Professionale - Comitato Regionale Toscano 
www.enfap-toscana.org 
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--- 
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